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Abstract

XML mediation for data validation and privacy anonymization of the very large complexed XML messages defined in some industry-specific specifications such as HL7 is becoming increasingly important in SOA because a lot of applications depend on various kinds of hard-coded data validation and privacy anonymization functions, which makes it difficult to keep consistency of the functions among the applications in SOA even when the schema of the XML messages in the specifications is changed. This paper proposes a uniform rule-based approach to realize the functions as a XML mediation separated from the applications, which makes it easy to maintain consistency of the functions when they are updated in accord with the changes to the specifications. Therefore, application developers can readily utilize it with many applications in SOA. Our approach allows the developers to define a set of rules that consist of two components: constraint conditions in a conceptual data notation in the XML message and actions performed only when the conditions are satisfied. In order to make the rules independent from both the implementation-specific data notation and the industry-specific knowledge, we automatically transform the rules into the implementation-specific data representation using two more factors; one is the data mappings from the data notation in the rules to the concrete data representation in the implementation and the other is the implied data relationships hidden in the rules. It is very important to take into consideration a general way to import the implied knowledge because it often depends on the industry-specific data structure and it is usually given outside of the mediation system.

1. Introduction

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is now emerging as the dominant integration framework in today's complex and heterogeneous enterprise computing environment. It promotes loose coupling of services so that Web services are becoming the most prevalent technology to implement SOA applications. Web services use a standard message protocol (SOAP [1]) to ensure widespread interoperability in the enterprise environment. The format of the application-specific data embedded into the SOAP body is typically simple and easy to understand. However there are some industry-specific specifications, such as HL7 [2] and XBRL [3], which define much more complicated data formats to satisfy requirements in those industries and which embed very large data objects directly into the SOAP body. Unfortunately since there is no good library currently available to check if the data in the SOAP body correctly confirms to the complex specifications or to check if the privacy-sensitive information in the data is sufficiently protected, application developers need to implement the functions of data validation and privacy anonymization by themselves in their each application deployed into SOA. But this would make it difficult to keep functional consistency among the applications when they need to update all functions separately implemented in the applications in responding to the changes to the specifications during the phase of application maintenance or upgrade.

In order to shift the workload away from the developers and to reduce the risk of the consistency problems, they can separate the functions of data validation and privacy anonymization from the applications deployed into SOA and implement them as a XML mediation by themselves. However, it is also difficult even for the developers, who know the technology generally used in the mediation such as XSLT [13], to implement the functions correctly without using any tool. Some technologies [4, 5, 6] have been proposed to support development of the functions by defining a conceptual data model and mapping the model to the implementation-specific data representation. But [4, 5] do not provide the general data model both for data validation and privacy anonymization and [6] does not provide the mappings between data model and real environment.

In this paper, we propose a uniform rule-based approach to realize the functions as a XML mediation separated from the applications, which makes it easy to maintain consistency of the functions when they are updated in accord with the changes to the specifications. Therefore, application developers can readily utilize it with many applications in SOA without additional modification to the applications. Our approach allows the developers to define a set of rules that consist of two
components: constraint conditions in a conceptual data notation in the XML message and actions performed only when the conditions are satisfied. In order to make the rules independent from both the implementation-specific data notation and the industry-specific knowledge, we automatically transform the rules into the implementation-specific data representation, such as XACML [9], Schematron [11], or XSLT, using two more factors: one is the data mappings from the data notation in the rules to the concrete data representation in the implementation and the other is the implied data relationships hidden in the rules. It is very important to take into consideration a general way to import the implied knowledge because it often depends on the industry-specific data structure and it is usually given outside of the mediation system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first explain our motivation behind our research in Section 2, and then introduce some related work in Section 3. We describe the definition of our rules in Section 4 and present the framework of rule-based XML mediation in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Motivation

In general, the industry-specific specifications are too complicated for a developer to understand all of the data constraints and security constraints in the specifications. For example, let us assume healthcare industry. Even if the developer can understand the constraints in the Health Level 7 (HL7) [2] standard and develop some applications including the logics to validate the constraints, it is difficult to update the applications separately whenever the schema of the XML messages is continually changed.

HL7 version 2.x supports only hospital workflow. Since early versions of HL7 2.x adopt a binary (non-XML) format, legacy applications still depend on this format. Also, the format is currently supported by most of major medical information systems vendors in the US for backward compatibility. However, when we want to migrate the existing applications over to a system in SOA, the application developers need to provide a mediation to convert v2.x binary format to a XML format for (possibly all of) the HL7-related applications and vice versa. The HL7 version 3 standard defines the XML message format but it does not specify all correspondence relationships between the data in the binary format and the field in the XML format completely although it supports any and all healthcare workflows. It would cause the interoperability problem.

To reduce the risk hidden in the data format conversion and make it easy to update and maintain the logics in accord with the changes to the schema of the XML messages, it is a good approach to separate the logic for data validation and for privacy anonymization from the application logic. This is why we propose a simple and uniform approach to realize XML mediation.

3. Related work

In the area of database applications, there is a large amount of work in semantic data modeling based on Entity-Relationship approach. For example, [4] defines a conceptual data model that extends the notion of the standard ER model to capture security constraints for the database application. Each security constraint is expressed in the security constraint language and graphically mapped into an ER model. It also gives the taxonomy of security semantics. Based on the taxonomy, it can detect conflicting constraints and let the system designer know what conflicts exist. [5] uses a conceptual data model as a Platform Independent Model (PIM) and the concrete data model as a Platform Specific Model (PSM). The PIM is represented using an extended UML class diagram that includes the security aspects. It proposes a method to map from the PIM with secure data (security constraints on the conceptual data model) to the PSM using secure data (a secure data representation in the concrete implementation). As with [4], the basic concept is the same, but there is a difference in the descriptive power of the model. As typified by [4, 5], the approaches for the database applications are basically designed to describe only data security constraints satisfied in the data model. For example, the constraints include which data field is confidential when an instance of the data satisfies a condition. Because the model does not consider data validation constraints such as data consistency, the application developers are responsible for checking the data validation by themselves.

In the area of natural language processing, there is a technology that transforms the privacy rules written in a natural language into a XACML policy as defined in the SPARCLE system [6]. The approach in [6] is a similarity to our approach in the generation of XACML policies, but this work just uses the XAML policy to represent the conceptual model that we mentioned earlier in the paper and provide no concrete data mapping between the model and real environments. The application developers need to define the data mapping by themselves in their each application and implement the mechanism to convert the XACML policy to the application-specific representation of the logics.

Model-based XML mediation itself is already proposed in [7]. But the model in [7] is just used to fill the semantic gap between the interfaces of two services and make it possible to exchange XML message between the services. Since the model is automatically converted into XSLT, it can be used as the XML mediation. Although we have the
different purpose from [7], our approach uses the idea of model-based XML mediation.

4. Definition of the rules

We propose a simple and uniform approach to realize XML mediation, such as data validation or privacy anonymization, based on a set of rules that consists of constraint conditions in a conceptual data notation in the XML message and actions performed only when the conditions are satisfied. We define the details of the rules in this section. There are some similar technologies [4, 5, 6] to define security and privacy constraints, but the constraints handled in those technologies can be regarded as one aspect of our definition.

The definition of rules is a set of rules represented as $R^+$. Each element $R$ in $R^+$ consists of two parts: A condition $C$ and an action $A$. $A$ is performed only when the corresponding $C$ is satisfied. $C$ is a Boolean condition $BC$ or a Boolean expression of two $C$s associated with a logical operator like $AND$, $OR$, or $NOT$. $A$ is a simple operation, such as rejecting the XML message or anonymizing a specific element in an XML message. $BC$ is one of three types of evaluation formulas, $F_1$, $F_2$, or $F_3$. $F_1$ is a function that requires only one parameter $O$. $F_1$ includes the ‘is null’ function that returns true when the parameter is null. $F_2$ is a function that requires two parameters as a combination of $O$ or $MVF$ defined below. Binary operators such as ‘$=$’ are examples of $F_2$. $F_3$ is a function that requires two parameters, $O$ and $O_{set}$. An example of $F_3$ is the membership function that checks $O$ is included in $O_{set}$. $MVF$ is a multivariable function represented as $MVF(O_1, O_2, \ldots, O_n)$, where $O_i \in O$ $(1 \leq i \leq n)$, and it returns a value calculated from some $O$s defined below. For example, $MVF$ includes the function to calculate a person’s age using his birthday. $O$ is a conceptual notation for three types of data: constants $OC$, parts of the XML message $OI$, or data outside of the message $OO$. We use symbols like $O_i(x)$ to identify the same object in a rule. Our definition of the rules allows us to flexibly add other definitions to $F_1$, $F_2$, $F_3$, or $A$ if needed. For example, a user could add a function to sum two $O$s for an $F_3$ function. We can also represent $C$ graphically as a tree hierarchy. Our definition of the rules is summarized as follows:

Definition of rules: $R^+$

$R: C \rightarrow A$

$C$: $BC$ | $(C AND C)$ | $(C OR C)$ | $(NOT C)$

$BC$: $F_1(O)$ | $F_2(O, O)$ | $F_3(MVF, O)$ | $F_3(MVF, MVF)$ | $F_3(O, O_{set})$

$F_1$: Boolean function composed of a term; is null |

$F_2$: Conditional operation composed of two terms; $=$ | $<$ | $>$ | $\leq$ | $\geq$ | $\neq$ |

Figure 1. An example of the XML message

$F_3$: Function that checks a data is included in a set of another data

$MVF$: Multivariable function; $MVF(O_1, O_2, \ldots, O_n)$

$O$: Conceptual notation of three types of single data;

$OC$ | $OI$ | $OO$

$OC$: Constants

$OI$: Conceptual notation of parts of the message

$OO$: Conceptual notation for data outside of the message

$A$: Simple operation; Reject a message $Rm$ |

Anonymize a conceptual notation $D(O)$ |

In this paper, we classify the definition of rules into two categories: privacy constraint rules that use $D(O)$ as $A$ and data constraint rules that uses $Rm$ as $A$. This classification is used in Section 5, although we will see in the following discussion that our approach is applicable to other categories. In the next section, we show some examples of rules written in a natural language and their corresponding formal representations following the above definition of rules. We are not focusing on the way to transform a rule written in a natural language into a formal one. We assume that the transformation is currently done manually. Our future work will include ways to apply the existing technologies [6, 8] in this area to the transformations.

We use the XML message shown in Figure 1 to show a concrete application of the rules. In Figure 1, the patient element includes detailed information about a patient, like status and course of treatment. The ‘persons’ element includes a set of person elements. A person element has detailed information about each person such as name and address. There are some restrictions on external reference in the example. For example, the identifier of a patient may need to be registered in a database of a patient information system. The same holds for the patient’s parent and the patient’s attending doctor. These restrictions are natural in real applications and should be provided in advance based on the data model.
4.1. Simple constraint condition (SCC)

Here are some examples of the rules that depend on the evaluation results of simple conditions.

**(r1) Rule written in natural language:** “The message has to be rejected when the identifier of a patient is null.”

**Data constraint rule:** \( F_{1,a}(Patient) \rightarrow \text{~} \) \( \text{Rm} \) where \( F_{1,a} \) is the ‘is null’ function and \( Patient \) is an \( O \) that identifies a patient.

**Concrete application:** \( Patient \) is the attribute value specified with the XPath expression ‘//patient/@id’ in Figure 1. In this example, the message is not rejected since the patient’s identifier is ‘001’ (not null).

**(r2) Rule written in natural language:** “The patient’s treatment has to be anonymized when the client is not the patient.”

**Privacy constraint rule:** \( F_{2,a}(Client, Patient(x)) \rightarrow D(Patient(x).Treatment) \), where \( F_{2,a} \) is the operator ‘\( \neq \)’, \( Client \) is an \( O \) that identifies a client, and \( Patient(x).Treatment \) is an \( O \) that identifies a patient’s treatment.

**Concrete application:** \( Client \) is the identifier extracted from the result of client authentication done outside of the message. \( Patient(x).Treatment \) consists of two texts specified with XPath expressions, ‘//patient/status/text()’ and ‘//patient/course/text()’ in Figure 1. In this example, if the client’s identifier is not ‘001’, the patient’s status and course of treatment will be anonymized.

**(r3) Rule in natural language:** “The patient’s address also has to be anonymized when the client is not the patient.”

**Privacy constraint rule:** \( F_{2,b}(Client, Patient(x)) \rightarrow D(Patient(x).Address) \), where \( F_{2,b} \) is the operator ‘\( \neq \)’, \( Client \) is an \( O \) that identifies a client, and \( Patient(x).Address \) is an \( O \) that identifies the patient’s address.

**Concrete application:** \( Patient(x).Address \) is the text specified with the XPath expression ‘//person/address/text()’ in Figure 1. The (r3) is almost the same as (r2) at the level of the rule written in natural language, but it requires an implicit relationship in order to apply the rule to the concrete implementation. In this example, we need to identify who the patient is by using the patient’s identifier. To implement this, we need an additional data relationship, \( F_{2,b}(Patient(x), Person) \), where \( F_{2,b} \) is the operator ‘\( = \)’ and \( Person \) is the attribute value specified with the XPath expression ‘//person/@id’ in Figure 1. If the client’s identifier is not ‘001’, the text in the patient’s address will be anonymized.

**(r4) Rule written in natural language:** “The message has to be rejected when the profession of the patient’s attending doctor is not ‘Doctor’.”

**Concrete application:** \( Patient(x).Doctor.Profession \) is the text specified with the XPath expression ‘//person/profession’ in Figure 1. In this example, we need an additional data relationship \( F_{2,b}(Patient(x), Person) \) as well as (r3). In this example, the message is not rejected since the profession of the patient’s attending doctor is ‘Doctor’.

**Figure 2.** Graphical representation of SCCs

**Data constraint rule:** \( F_{1,a}(Patient(x).Doctor.Profession, ‘Doctor’) \rightarrow \text{~} \) \( \text{Rm} \), where \( Patient(x).Doctor.Profession \) is an \( O \) that identifies the profession of the patient’s attending doctor.

**Concrete application:** \( Patient(x).Doctor.Profession \) is the text specified with the XPath expression ‘//person/profession’ in Figure 1. In this example, the identifier of each parent figure.

4.2. Complex constraint condition (CCC)

Here are some examples of rules that depend on evaluation results of combinations of more than one condition.

**(r5) Rule written in natural language:** “The message has to be rejected if there is a person whose parent is not in the set of persons.”

**Data constraint rule:** \( (\text{NOT } F_{3,a}(Person.Parent, PersonSet)) \rightarrow \text{~} \) \( \text{Rm} \), where \( F_{3,a} \) is a new function ‘exist in’ that returns true if the first parameter exist in the second parameter, \( Person.Parent \) is an \( O \) that identifies a parent of the person, and \( PersonSet \) is an \( O_{set} \) that identifies a set of persons.

**Concrete application:** \( Person.Parent \) is the attribute value specified with the XPath expression ‘//person/parent/@id’ and \( PersonSet \) is a set of attribute values specified with the XPath expression ‘//person/@id’ in Figure 1. In this example, the identifier of each parent...
(r6) Rule written in natural language: “The patient’s treatment has to be anonymized when the client is the patient’s parent but the patient is over 18.”

Privacy constraint rule: \((\text{NOT}(\text{F}_{2.a}((\text{F}_{2.b}(\text{Patient(x).Birthday}), 18) \text{ AND } \text{F}_{2.c}(\text{Client, Patient(x).Parent})))) \rightarrow \text{D}(\text{Patient(x).Treatment}))\), where \(\text{F}_{2.a}\) is ‘<’ function, \(\text{F}_{2.b}\) is a new function that calculates the age of a patient, \(\text{Patient(x).Birthday}\) is an \(O\) that identifies the patient’s birthday, and \(\text{Patient(x).Parent}\) is an \(O\) that identifies the patient’s parent.

Concrete application: \(\text{Patient(x).Birthday}\) is the text specified with the XPath expression ‘/person/birthday/text()’ and \(\text{Patient(x).Parent}\) is the attribute value specified with the XPath expression ‘/person/parent/@id’ in Figure 1. In this example, we need the data relationship \(\text{F}_{2.a}(\text{Patient(x)}, \text{Person})\) as well as \((\text{r}3)\). If the client’s identifier is ‘003’, he can see the patient’s address since it equals the identifier of the patient’s parent and the patient is under 18.

Figure 3 shows a graphical representation of these complex constraint conditions.

5. Framework of rule-based XML mediation

In this section, we define more implementation-specific data mappings to realize XML mediation based on the rules defined in the previous section.

5.1. Implementation-specific data mapping

We define data mappings from the conceptual data notation to an implementation-specific data representation as a set of pairs of key and value. The key is the conceptual data notation of the rules defined in the previous section, such as Client, Patient, or Person. The value is an implementation-specific data representation using XPath expression such as ‘/patient/@id’ or some function that outputs a value such as an extraction of the client identifier from the result of client authentication outside the message. The XML message used in Section 4 includes more than one person element. If a different person has a different address, then the relationship between the \(\text{Patient} (/\text{patient}@id)\) and the \(\text{PersonAddress} (/\text{person/address/text()}\) are underspecified. Therefore, we need to define such implied data relationships to make them uniquely-determined. We assume that these implicit data relationships should be given in advance based on the data model but we need to consider how to derive the relationships from the data model in the future.

5.1.1. Implementation-specific data mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key (data notation)</th>
<th>Value (semantics)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>XPath: /patient/@id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PatientTreatment</td>
<td>XPath: /patient/status/text() and XPath: /patient/course/text()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PatientAddress</td>
<td>XPath: /person/address/text()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PatientBirthday</td>
<td>XPath: /patient/birthday/text()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PatientParent</td>
<td>XPath: /person/parent/@id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PatientAttendingDoctorProfession</td>
<td>Function: Extraction of the client identifier from the result of client authentication outside the message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client</td>
<td>XPath: /person/@id</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. An example of an implied data relationship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key (data notation)</th>
<th>Value (semantics)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{F}_{2.a}(\text{Patient, Person}))</td>
<td>Returns true if the patient’s identifier is equal to the person’s identifier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. An example of implementation specific data mapping

![Figure 3. Graphical representation of CCCs](image)
the Schematron rules to XSLT for the XML mediation after we transform the rules to Schematron rules.

- Both for privacy-constraint rules and for data-constraint rules, we can use the existing XSLT processor [14, 15] directly in the XML mediation after we transform the rules to XSLT processing rules.

5.2. Rule transformation to XACML

When we transform the privacy-constraint rules defined in Section 4 to XACML policies, we do not necessarily need the data mappings and implied data relationships defined in Subsection 5.1 because we can describe the XACML policies in a way that is independent of any XML data representation. However, in this subsection we show how to transform the rules to the XACML policies using data mappings and implied data relationships.

The condition related to the client is mapped into the Subject. Action $D(OI)$ is mapped into the Rule’s effect and the Action of XACML. The object $D(OI)$ is mapped into the Resource. The rest of the conditions are mapped into the Condition. When the Condition is constructed, the data mappings and implied data relationships are also used. Figure 4 shows a snippet of the XACML policy transformed from (r6) as described in Subsection 4.2, showing only the key points. In Figure 4, the XPath expression ‘/person/parent/@id’ is mapped to the Subject by using $F_{2,3}(\text{Client}, \text{Patient}(x).\text{Parent})$. The Rule’s effect is set to ‘Deny’, The Action is set to ‘read’, and both of the XPath expressions ‘/patient/status/text()’ and ‘/patient/course/text()’ are mapped into the Resource by using $D(\text{Patient}(x).\text{Treatment})$. The condition $F_{2,3}(\text{Patient}(x).\text{Birthday}), 18$ and the implied condition $F_{2,3}(\text{Patient}(x), \text{Person})$ are mapped into the Condition. The calculation of the patient’s age is based on the semantics defined in the data mappings.

5.3. Rule transformation to Schematron

A Schematron description is generally used only for data validation, although it is similar to XSLT processing rules. When we transform the rules defined in Section 4 to Schematron rules, we can map the data constraint conditions to Schematron rules based on the hierarchy of the conditions and reject the XML message. Figure 5 shows a snippet of the Schematron description transformed from (r1) as described in Subsection 4.1, showing only the key points. In Figure 5, the XPath ‘/patient/@id’ is embedded into the XPath evaluation. If the XPath evaluation is false, then the message is rejected.
5.4. Rule transformation to XSLT

We can handle both data-constraint rules and privacy-constraint rules as defined in Section 4 using the same XSLT implementation if we transform the rules to XSLT processing rules. Figure 6 shows the XSLT processing rules transformed from (r1)-(r4) as described in Subsection 4.1, again simplified for illustrative purposes. When we transform the simple constraint conditions described in Subsection 4.1, we can apply simple mapping rules as follows:

- Define a context root for a template. For example, in (r1) we can use `//patient` as the context root.
- Store the necessary data into the variables. For example, the patient`s identifier is stored in the variable `patientid` and the client`s identifier is stored in the variable `clientid` in (r2).
- Transform the condition into the XPath evaluation. For example, the XPath evaluation ` ($_personid_ != $_patientid_ ) or ` ($_clientid_ != $_patientid_ )` generated by F2-a(Client, Patient) and F2-b(Patient, Person) in (r3).
- Decide the behaviors based on the actions. If a message is rejected, an exception will be thrown. When a part of the message is determined to be anonymized, that part may be removed from the original message. For example, the message is rejected with an exception when the condition is false in (r4).

5.5. Rule transformation to XSLT

When we transform the complex constraint conditions described in Subsection 4.2, we sometimes need a template for a rule transformation, especially for XSLT processing rules. Figure 7 shows the XSLT processing rules transformed from (r5)-(r6). Again the figure has been simplified here.

We define a new function F2-c(Person(x).Parent, Person) in (r5) in Subsection 4.2. The following template realizes this function as an XSLT processing rule. A sample of the XSLT rule is shown in Figure 7.

\begin{itemize}
  \item a) Whenever an element including the Person(x).Parent is found,
    \begin{itemize}
      \item i. Extract the Person(x).Parent and store it in the variable `_parentid_`.
      \item ii. Check if the Person includes `_parentid_` using the function `count`. If it is not included (i.e. the count is zero), the message is rejected.
    \end{itemize}
  \item b) When an element including the Patient(x).Birthday is found,
    \begin{itemize}
      \item i. Extract the Patient(x).Birthday and store it in the variable `_sd_`.
      \item ii. Extract the current date and store it in a variable like `_cd_`.
      \item iii. Calculate the patient`s age using `$sd` and `$cd` (being careful about the date formats).
    \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
Our approach to realize the functions as XML mediation for data validation and privacy anonymization, which makes it easy to maintain consistency of the functions when they are updated in accord with the changes to the specifications. Therefore, application developers can readily utilize it with many applications in SOA without additional modification to the applications. Our approach allows the developers to define a set of rules that consists of constraint conditions in a conceptual data notation in the XML message and actions performed only when the conditions are satisfied. In order to make the rules independent from both the implementation-specific data notation and the industry-specific knowledge, we automatically transform the rules into the implementation-specific data representation using two more factors; data mappings from the data notation in the rules to the concrete data representation in the implementation and the implied data relationships hidden in the rules.

Our future work will include application of existing natural language processing techniques to generate the rules, validation of our definitions for rules, and formalization of the template descriptions required for new functions defined in the rules.

## 6. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have presented a uniform rule-based approach to realize the functions as a XML mediation for data validation and privacy anonymization, which makes it easy to maintain consistency of the functions when they are updated in accord with the changes to the specifications. Therefore, application developers can readily utilize it with many applications in SOA without additional modification to the applications. Our approach allows the developers to define a set of rules that consists of constraint conditions in a conceptual data notation in the XML message and actions performed only when the conditions are satisfied. In order to make the rules independent from both the implementation-specific data notation and the industry-specific knowledge, we automatically transform the rules into the implementation-specific data representation using two more factors; data mappings from the data notation in the rules to the concrete data representation in the implementation and the implied data relationships hidden in the rules.

Our future work will include application of existing natural language processing techniques to generate the rules, validation of our definitions for rules, and formalization of the template descriptions required for new functions defined in the rules.
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